WOMEN SEALED TO JOSEPH SMITH

Nauvoo Temple Sealinga, 1846
Jan.12-Sarah Ann Whitney sealed to J.S. - Proxy-C.C. Kimball
Jan.14-Eliza Maria Partridge " " " - A. H. Lyman
Jan.14-Louisa Bennett sealed to J.S. - B. Young
Jan.14-Emily Low Partridge sealed to J.S. - L. Young
Jan.15-Olive Andrews sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Jan.15-Lucy Walker sealed to J.S. - John Smith
Jan.15-Sarah S. Kingsley sealed to J.S. - Lucian Woodworth
Jan.17-Jane Tibbets sealed to J.S. - Elam Luddington
Jan.17-Mary Eliza Rollins sealed to J.S. - B. Young
Jan.17-Emma Allen sealed to J.S. - Cornelius P. Lott
Jan.22-Elizabeth Davis sealed to J.S. - Geo. W. Harris
Jan.22-Lucinda Pendleton sealed to J.S. - A. W. Babbitt
Jan.24-Mariah Lawrence sealed to J.S. - L. T. Benson
Jan.26-Deborah Fuller sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Jan.26-Martha Moore sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Jan.26-Sylvia Porter Sessions sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Jan.26-Sarah Lawrence sealed to J.S. - Sad Yale
Jan.27-Sophia Woodman sealed to J.S. - Frederick W. Cox
Jan.27-Cordelia C. Forley sealed to J.S. - B. Young
Jan.31-Rhoda Richards sealed to J.S. - B. Young
Feb.2-Zina D. Huntington sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Feb.3-Mary Maria Winchester sealed to J.S. - B. Young
Feb.3-Eliza Roxy Snow sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Feb.3-Mary Hushon sealed to J.S. - Jonathan M. Holmes
Feb.3-Elvira Anna Cowles sealed to J.S. - Horace K. Whitney
Feb.4-Selah Mar Kimball sealed to J.S. - H. C. Kimball
Feb.4-Prescindia L. Huntington sealed to J.S. - Parley P. Pratt
Feb.6-Mary Ann Frost sealed to J.S. - John H. Bernhisel
Feb.8-Melissa Lott sealed to J.S. -

In most, probably in all, of these sealings, the woman was sealed for eternity to Joseph Smith and for time to the man standing as proxy for Smith. In the case of Lucinda Pendleton, the man standing as proxy was her legal husband.

Women later sealed to Joseph Smith, from Nauvoo Temple, Endowment House and St. George Temple Records.

On Jan. 29, 1847, Sally Ann Fuller Culley was sealed to J.S., with her husband, Samuel Culley standing as proxy for Joseph Smith.

On Oct. 10, 1851, Esther Dutcher was sealed to J.S., with her husband, Albert Smith standing as proxy.

On Jan. 19, 1852, Amanda Barnes Smith was sealed to J.S., with Brigham Young as proxy.

On Jan. 31, 1857, Harriet Marinda Johnson Hyde, wife of Orson Hyde, was sealed to J.S.

On March 28, 1857, Vienna Jacques and Mary Vose were sealed to J.S., with John Smith as proxy.

On Sept. 11, 1851, Rhoda Richards was sealed to Joseph Smith.

On July 9, 1867, Patty Bartlett Sessions was sealed to J.S., with Joseph F. Smith as proxy.
On Nov. 1, 1867, Lucia Foote was sealed to J.S., with Joseph F. Smith as proxy. She might have been sealed earlier—Jan. 19, 1852.

On Apr. 19, 1870, Amelia Brown was sealed to J.S., with Joseph F. Smith apparently acting as proxy.

On Oct. 10, 1870, Lydia Partridge was sealed to J.S., with Joseph F. Smith as proxy.

On Nov. 7, 1870, Sarah Hoby (?) was sealed to J.S., with Joseph F. Smith as proxy.

On Oct. 4, 1871, Caroline E. Partridge was sealed to Joseph Smith.

In Dec. 1873, Charlotte Augusta Richmond was sealed to J.S.

On Oct. 11, 1875, Esther Jones was sealed to J.S., with Samuel H.B. Smith as proxy.

On Sept. 6, 1875, Magdalena Zundel was sealed to J.S., with Samuel H.B. Smith as proxy.

On March 2, 1877, Sarah Melissa Granger Kimball was sealed to J.S., with Hildord Woodruff as proxy.

On March 21, 1879, Almera Woodward Johnson was sealed to J.S.

On Apr. 4, 1893, Joseph F. Smith and his wife Edna stood as proxies, in the Salt Lake Temple, for the sealing of eleven women, all long dead, to Joseph Smith. They were: Fannie Alger, Lucinda Harris, Almera W. Johnson, Sarah Bapson, Flora Ann Woodworth, Fanny Young, Hannah Ellis, Olive Frost, Sarah M. Cleveland, Sylvia Sessions and Ruth Vose. A note said: "The sealings of those named below were performed during the life of the Prophet Joseph, but there is no record thereof. Prest. Lorenzo Snow decided that they be repeated in order that a record might exist; and that this explanation be made." There was an earlier record of the sealing of three of these women: Lucinda Harris, Almera Johnson and Sarah Cleveland.

In addition to these women, Joseph Smith was sealed to nearly 250 dead women.